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Class: VII -Standard 

SUBJECT: ENGLISH 

 

1) Letter writing: 

     Your cousin who lives in a village has invited you to spend the vacations at his/her house.  

     Write  a letter thanking him/her for him/her invitation. Accept the invitation and 

     describe a few things   that you would like to do in the village with him/her. 

2) Narrative composition: 

      Your favourite game: 

      You could write about  

❖ When you first began playing the game 

❖ What you like about the game 

❖ What skills you need to develop for the game  

❖ Some memorable events about the game when you played it 

❖ Your final thoughts and feelings about the game 

3) Notice writing 

   You are Ashok Palat/ Asha Palat secretary of the school committee. Write a notice for the    

students of your school to raise the funds for buying stationary for the orphans at the nearby    

Shishrusha orphanage, 

4) Write a diary entry for  

 The day you visit visited an orphanage 

    You could write about  

❖ How the day began  

❖ Why you visited the orphanage  
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❖ What you saw there 

❖ What you felt about what you saw 

❖ What did you do there 

❖ Your feelings at the end of the day 

5) Message writing: 

Mrs. Dasgupta’s parents were coming to visit her. They rang her up to give the details of 

 their flight and to request Mrs. Dasgupta to pick them up. Kavitha Mrs. Dasgupta’s 

 daughter took down all the details and left a message for her mother as she had to  

go for her classes. Write the message that Kavitha would have been written to her mother. 

6) Match these idioms in column A with their meanings in column B  

                       A                                                                           B 

I. Turn a deaf ear                                            a) Raining very heavily  

II. Go with the flow                                         b) Miss the chance 

III. Zip your mouth                                            c) Refuse to listen  

IV. Once in blue moon                                     d) take things as they come  

V. Miss the boat                                               e) very rarely  

VI. Raining cats and dogs                                 f) To stop talking 

7)  Write an essay on the topic, “The habit I would like to develop”. 

8)  Write a poster designing of an advertisement for a newly opened craft shop in  your    

school .This shop has the best collections of masks, buntings, and other attractive 

 craft materials. 

9)  Circle the adverbs of manner in the following: 

a. He ran around the track slowly  

b. Jerry ran quickly to catch the bus. 

c. Did you sleep well last night?  

d. My cat stretched out lazily in the sun.  

e. She walked bravely into the haunted house.  

10) Change the following from active to passive voice. 
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a. Nina gave the book to Lalit. 

b. The teacher praised Lalit. 

c. The teacher apologised to Nina. 

d. Lalit read out the chapter loudly.  

 

                                              SUBJECT:SCIENCE 

1) Define the following: 

i.Sludge 

ii.fuse 

iii.odometer 

iv.BioDiversity 

2) Choose the most appropriate answer: 

i. The water borne disease is  

a) Malaria 

b) Cholera 

c) Anthrax 

d) None of these 

ii. Soil erosion occurs due to 

a) Overgrazing by cattle 

b) Wind 

c) Deforestation 

d) All of these 

iii. Water management is a practice to minimise ______ of water. 

a) Judicious use  

b) Wastage 

c) Agricultural use  

d) None of these 

iv. Splitting of white light into seven colours is called  

a) Reflection of light 

b) Rectilinear propagation of light 

c) Lateral inversion 

d) Dispersion 

v. ________ is attracted by an electromagnet. 

a) Wood 

b) Iron 
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c) Plastic 

d) Rubber 

3) Draw the diagrams of and label the parts:  

i. Digestive system 

ii. Structure of human heart 

iii. Complete electric circuit 

iv. Structure of flower 

4) Answer the following: 

i. State the factors on which the amount of heat produced in a circuit depends. 

ii. Differentiate between uniform and non -uniform motion. 

iii. Distinguish between stamen and pistil 

iv. What does soil consist of ? 

v. Mention the importance of a manhole? 

5) Name the following: 

i. Pipes which carry wastewater 

ii. Branchy part of the tree above the stem 

iii. Vessels which carry oxygen rich blood 

iv. A substance that turns red litmus blue 

6) Write the following statements in correct form: 

i. Setting of cream of milk is a physical change  

ii. An acid is formed in a neutralization reaction. 

iii. The silk yarn is obtained from the mulberry leaves 

7) Match the following: 

i. Bud                                            a) maple 

ii. Eyes                                           b) spirogyra 

iii. Fragmentation                         c) yeast 

iv. Wings                                        d) bread mould  

v. Spores                                       e) potato                   

8) Outline your role as an active citizen in relation to sanitation. 

9) Differentiate between the following: 
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i. Asexual and sexual reproduction  

ii. Arteries and veins  

10) Solve the problem: 

i. A simple pendulum takes 60 seconds to complete 20 oscillations. What is the time period 

of the pendulum? 

SUB:KANNADA 

೧.ಕ ೊಟ್ಟಿರುವ ವಿಷಯವನ್ುುಕುರಿತುಪ್ರಬಂಧ  ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.                

    "ನಿರುದ ೊಯೋಗ".                                     

 ೨.ನಿಮ್ಮ ನ್ಗರಕ ೆ ಉದಯಯನ್ವನ್ುು   ನಿರ್ಮಿಸುವಂತ  ಕ ೊೋರಿ ಸಂಬಂಧ ಪ್ಟ್ಿ.  

      ಅಧಿಕಯರಿಗಳಿಗ   ಪ್vÀæಬರ ಯಿರಿ.                       

 ೩.  ಲ ೋಖನ್ ಚಿಹ್ ುಗಳನ್ುು ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.                       

 ೪.  ಜ್ಞಯನ್ಪೋಠ ಪ್ರಶಸ್ತ ಿವಿಜ ೋತರ ಹ್ ಸರು ಮ್ತುಿ   ಕೃತಿಗಳನ್ುು ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.                   

  ೫. ವಿಭಕಿ್ತ ಪ್ರತಯಯಗಳನ್ುು ಬರ ಯಿರಿ. 

  ೬. ಏಕವಚನ್ ಮ್ತುಿ ಬಹುವಚನ್ ರೊಪ್ಗಳನ್ುು   ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.(೨೦ ಮಯತರ) 
   ೭. ವಿರುದಯಾರ್ಿಕ ಪ್ದಗಳನ್ುು ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.(೨೦ ಮಯತರ) 
    ೮.ಗಯದ  ಮಯತುಗಳನ್ುು ಬರ ಯಿರಿ     (೧೫ ಮಯತರ)  
     ೯.ತತಸಮ್ -ತದಭವ ಬರ ಯಿರಿ (೧೫ ಮಯತರ) 
   ೧೦. ಸಂಧಿಗಳನ್ುು ಉದಯಹರಣ  ಸಹಿತ ಬರ ಯಿರಿ.  

 
SUBJECT:HINDI 

१किनही दो पत्र लेखन ललखखए।  
२ अनुछेद लेखन ललखखए।  
अ रेडियो 
आ िोरोनो वैरेस 

 इ समाचार पत्र 

ई दरूदर्शन  

३किनही बीस अन्य ललिंग र्ब्द ललखखए। 
४ किनही दस ववलोम र्ब्द ललखखए। 
५ किनही दस समानार्शि र्ब्द ललखखए।  
६किनही दस पक्षियों िे नाम ललखखए।  
७दस सब्जी यो िे नाम ललखखए।  
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८ दस बहुवचन र्ब्द ललखखए।  
९दस पयाशयवाची र्ब्द ललखखए।  

SUBJECT:MATHS 

 

1. write the tables from 0to 20(2times) 

 

2. write the laws of exponents and powers (3 times)  

 

3. State Pythagoras rule and explain with an example  

 

4. What is a rational number? Give example.  

 

5. Write all the formulas related to perimeter and area(3 times)  

 

6. Solve exercise 4.4 

 

7. Solve exercise 5.2 

 

8. Solve exercise 6.5 

 

9. Solve exercise 9.1 and 9.2 

 

10. Slove exercise 11.3 and 11.4 

 

11. Slove excerise 12.2 

 

12. Slove 13.2 

 

SUBJECT: SOCIAL SCIENCE 

I. Collect some information about the deadly killer corona virus and its effect on your life. 

 

II. Write about Republic day and Dr. Ambedkar. 

 

 

III. Write a descriptive paragraph about Indian festivals Holi and Ugadi. 

 

IV. Write about the importance of your parents in your life. 
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V. Analyse and write about the advantages and disadvantages of online marketing. 

 

VI. The government has banned usage of plastic, why? Is it right or wrong then what 

 

 is the other go to prevent the use of plastic ? 

 

VII. Street food is dangerous, how and what is the  precaution ? 

 

VIII. ‘Addiction of mobile phones and its effect on students’   write more than 150 words. 

 

 

IX. Plan about your study time and co – curricular activity according to your ideas. 

 

X. “Human Teachers and Computerised Robot Teachers” whom do you prefer? If 

 

 yes or no, why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


